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Measuring Consumer Switching to a New Brand across Local Markets

Abstract

We estimate local demand for new brands of consumer packaged goods (CPG), identify its underlying
sources, and explore cross-market patterns in substitution to the new product using aggregate level data. We
show that the standard choice-based demand model overestimates the degree of consumer switching to a new
brand and underestimates consumer heterogeneity in a market. We introduce a model and an estimation
procedure to avoid these problems. The approach augments the market-level time series with widely available
summaries of household switching behavior. This data also has the bene�t that it is informative about the
size of the outside good. The latter allows us to estimate the size of the total market rather than assume
it. Empirically, we use data from the Frozen Pizza Category to estimate our model. The data cover the
launch of a new national brand, DiGiorno. We �nd that this new brand was very successful at targeting
consumers from outside of the category and that cannibalization of existing brand share was largely avoided.
We also �nd that substitution patterns and perceptions of brand similarity are di¤erent across markets.
We explore the cross-market variation in switching patterns and �nd that local pre-entry share, and local
branding explain a large part of how much an incumbent looses to the new entrant. In contrast, we �nd
only very small national brand e¤ects on switching to the new brand. Therefore, the origins of demand for
the new brand are not common to markets.

Keywords: new products, perceptual maps, random coe¢ icients logit model, national and local branding
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1 Introduction

New products are pervasive in consumer packaged goods (CPG) industries (e.g., Kahn and McAl-

ister 1997; MacLeod 1995). AC Nielsen estimates that there were more than 30,000 new products

introduced in CPG industries in 2001 alone (AC Nielsen 2001). Whereas the majority of these in-

troductions concerns me-too products, many mark the launch of true innovations. The prevalence

of new product launches is also increasing over time (AC Nielsen 2001; Kahn and McAlister 1997).

Finally, among several Western economies, the US market has the highest rate of the introductions

of truly new products. Therefore, managerially, there is little disagreement about the long-term

importance of successful new product introductions, especially in mature CPG industries that are

often characterized by eroding pro�t-margins and escalating use of price-promotions. To estimate

demand for a new brand, especially in an existing category, a manager needs to know with which

existing brand(s) it substitutes, in each of several separate local markets.1 In accordance with this,

the aim of this paper is (1) to empirically evaluate local demand for a new CPG brand, and (2) to

explore the geographic di¤erences in new product substitution patterns.

In the marketing literature, brand switching has been studied mainly in the context of the �rm�s

use of price and promotion instruments (e.g., Blattberg and Wisniewski 1989; Carpenter et al. 1988,

Van Heerde, Gupta and Wittink 2003; Van Oest and Franses 2005). Yet surprisingly little is known

empirically about consumer switching due to the �rm�s use of product innovations, i.e., a new CPG

brand. Even less is known about how a new product substitutes di¤erently with incumbent brands

across local markets. We aim to �ll this gap in the literature by studying substitution patterns

across local markets using a combination of standard aggregate market level data sets that are

widely available to managers. Thus, our focus is on the less-studied but strategically important

case of brand switching as a consumer response to product innovation in mature CPG categories.

First, we are interested in the relative importance of competitive draw, cannibalization, and

category expansion2 in a local market that is due to the launch of the new CPG brand. A manager

or other interested party generally needs to use aggregate level data for this task. The aggregate

nature of the data presents a potential problem in identifying the sources of new product demand

and in identifying the taste heterogeneity in the market. One contribution of our paper is that we

1With this terminology we mean markets that are demand-separated, i.e., where markets are far enough apart
that consumers do not travel between them to bene�t from lower prices.

2Competitive draw is de�ned as the fraction of demand for a new product that is caused by consumers switching
away from competing brands. Cannibalization is de�ned as the fraction of demand that comes from consumers
switching from the other brands marketed by the new brand�s manufacturer. Finally, category expansion is de�ned
as the fraction of demand for a new product that originates from consumers who bought other �indirect�substitutes
before.
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show how the integration of several widely available data sets solves this problem. Our random

coe¢ cients logit demand model identi�es the sources of switching to a new brand and at the same

time accounts for (1) temporary changes in other marketing activities such as price changes or

promotional activities, (2) the heterogeneous preferences of consumers, (3) the endogenous nature

of prices, and (4) the unobserved nature of the size of the outside good.

Second, whereas we have data covering the entire domestic industry, identi�cation of the local

demand system for new products permits the exploration of cross-market di¤erences in demand.

Therefore, we �rst estimate the local substitution patterns separately for each market and next

relate those patterns to descriptors of national, regional and local marketing activity. A description

of substitution patterns across markets may teach us about the long term impact of national

and local shares of incumbents, of regional variables, and of marketing strategies prior to launch.

This information can for instance be useful during national roll-outs to make predictions about

switching patterns in unentered markets. The multimarket aspect of our paper is non-trivial.

In most industries, market shares and switching patterns observed in a speci�c market can not

be generalized to the entire population. Consumer perceptions, consumer characteristics, brand

history, and �rm marketing behavior all vary signi�cantly across local U.S. markets (Bronnenberg,

Dhar and Dubé, 2007).

Although our method uses market-level aggregate data, we are able to identify several aspects

of individual level switching patterns. The intuition for our identi�cation strategy and how it di¤ers

from other approaches is best explained imagining the existence in each market of an N (consumers)

by T (time periods /markets/products) complete panel data set. One common approach to demand

estimation (e.g., Nevo 2000) is to use aggregates across the �rst dimension of N consumers, i.e., use

the [T � 1] market level cross-section or time series of shares to infer the mean and the dispersion

(heterogeneity) in consumer tastes for a product and its characteristics. This method works well

to identify mean preferences, but we show that it has considerable di¢ culty in recovering the

dispersion of preferences across the consumer population (see also Bodapati and Gupta, 2004;

Petrin, 2002). The method is generally also uninformative about the size of the outside good,

for which therefore separate identi�cation assumptions need to be made. Past studies warn that

inferences about substitution and switching behavior are highly dependent on correct estimation

of preference heterogeneity (Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes 2004) and the size of the outside good

(Nevo 2000).

We aim to redress these problems by adding distributions of consumer behavior (aggregates
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across the T time periods) to better estimate the dispersion of preferences and the size of the outside

good. Speci�cally, we add to our estimation information about the purchase set size. The purchase

set is de�ned as the set of unique brands among which a consumer switches during a 12 month

time span. Whereas we have no individual level data about the purchase set size Si for a consumer

i; data are readily available about the consumer distribution of the annual purchase set size, i.e.,

about Pr (Si = 1) ; Pr (Si = 2) ; etc.3 We next impose that the logit demand system matches the

correct distribution of purchase set sizes across consumers. This information on purchase set sizes is

very informative about the dispersion of consumer preferences, because similar preferences across

brands imply large purchase sets, while very dispersed preferences imply smaller purchase sets.

Similarly, we can estimate the size of the outside good by matching the predicted probability that

the consumers are in the market with readily available data on local penetration rates.

We estimate our model using data from the Frozen Pizza category and focus on the national

launch of DiGiorno. Our �ndings are as follows. Methodologically, we show that adding data about

the local category penetration to the local time series of market shares allows us to empirically

identify the size of the outside good, and that adding data about the purchase set size distribution

in the market helps us estimate taste variation in the market (brand and price heterogeneity). We

show that ignoring this information leads to incorrect inferences about brand switching. A model

without the additional information greatly overestimates the amount of switching that occurs in

the market.

Substantively, we �nd that the new premium-priced DiGiorno brand was perceived in most

markets to be closest of all brands to the outside good (e.g., delivery pizza). Accordingly, we infer

(and model-free evidence supports) that Kraft was very successful at attracting new consumers

from outside of the frozen pizza category with typically more than half of its local share originating

from category expansion. We also �nd that competitive draw is the next largest source of sales for

DiGiorno. Surprisingly, cannibalization of Kraft�s incumbent brands was minor, even in markets

where Kraft already had strong market share. Explaining switching behavior across brands and

markets, we �nd that brand name and marketing mix variables, such as price and display, explain

very little of the cross-market variation, with local aspects such as pre-entry share appearing as far

more important. We this �nd that the sources of demand for the new brand are not common to

markets.
3Both IRI and Nielsen have individual level panels that, while too small to cover all local markets exhaustively,

are successfully used to compute marginals of consumer behavior such as category penetration, usage intensity, etc.
These data are available as a standardized service in CPG industries.
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In the next section, the paper discusses our approach in more detail. Section 3 presents our

demand model. We describe both the Frozen Pizza industry and the data used to estimate the

model in section 4. Section 5 describes the estimation algorithm and section 6 discusses the results.

We conclude in section 7.

2 Our approach

To identify the demand for new products empirically, at least two di¤erent types of information

can be used: individual-level household data and market-level (or sometimes store-level) aggregate

data. Historically, household panel data have been used to study individual choice history and

brand switching, while aggregate level data has been usually applied to monitor category and

brand sales evolution, evaluate market shares and quantify the impact of marketing actions. Both

types of data have their own advantages and disadvantages (Bodapati and Gupta 2004). Although

the analysis in this paper could be done using individual level data, such information is at present

either very sparse or simply unavailable to practitioners and analysts. Therefore, we are con�ned

to using market-level data about sales and marketing strategies in CPG categories.

Two economic issues have become increasingly important when estimating demand models:

endogeneity (usually of prices) and consumer heterogeneity (see, e.g., Chintagunta 2001). A feasible

approach to solving the endogeneity problem has been suggested by Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes

(1995) who propose an algorithm to identify the unobserved demand shocks that are taken into

account by manufacturers when setting price. This in turn enables the use of instrumental variables

estimators in determining consumer price e¤ects.

Identifying heterogeneity in consumer tastes using aggregate level data is a harder problem

to solve. According to Bodapati and Gupta (2004), heterogeneity is, in practice, hard to estimate

because the only available information identifying it is the result of discrepancies in observed shares

movements and the expected movements predicted by a homogeneous model. In cases where these

discrepancies are small, heterogeneity parameters will only be weakly identi�ed, if at all. Petrin

(2002) points out the same predicament, defending that heterogeneity is identi�ed only if some

unusual substitution patterns not captured by the homogeneous model do occur and/or a change

in the choice set is present, e.g., the introduction of a new brand. We show that even when such

a condition is met, heterogeneity in preferences (or at least the rate of brand switching) is still

di¢ cult to estimate empirically.

In sum, past models which de�ne utility at the individual level but use solely aggregate level data
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Figure 1: Two dimensions of data used in estimation

for estimation build their identi�cation strategies on the fact that consumers leave a trace of their

preferences and actions on the observed aggregate shares. The strength and level of identi�cation of

these individual signals using just aggregate level data has generated some debate in the past (Berry,

Levinsohn and Pakes 2004; Nevo 2000; Petrin 2002). Our approach is to use market-level data

about shares and the marketing mix, which is more accessible and less sparse, while simultaneously

o¤setting some of the shortcomings of these data with syndicated data about consumer behavior

that validate observed patterns at the aggregate level. This additional information is also aggregate

level information but it is aggregated in a di¤erent direction. Figure 1 illustrates what we mean

by this. In an ideal situation, we would have the full �N consumers by T time periods�panel data

of adoption behavior for the new brand. But because this information is not generally available

or too expensive, we propose to use readily available information from the marginal summaries of

both dimensions of the panel data (e.g., aggregates across time and consumers) rather than just

one (the time series).4 Using standard sampling theory, these summaries or aggregates are still

highly accurate even if the panel data are sparse.

The combination of multiple sources of information to improve a demand model�s accuracy is

4We note that the panel may include other dimensions such as markets (e.g., Nevo 2001), or a wide variety of
products (e.g., Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes 1995), in addition to or in lieu of the time dimension but the same
argument about collapsing the consumer dimension applies in these cases.
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not new in the context of durable goods (e.g., Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes 2004; Petrin 2002).

We add to this literature in several ways. First, we add information on consumer di¤erences in

purchase behavior instead of demographic consumer characteristics given purchase (Petrin 2002)

to the estimation. This is particularly suited in a CPG context where such information is both

easy to obtain and reliable. This information is useful to identify demand heterogeneity. Second,

switching that occurs because of the introduction of a new brand is more in�uenced by the strength

and dispersion of brand preferences. The dispersion of brand preferences therefore established a

�base rate� of brand switching in a category that will likely be informative about the switching

that should occur to a new brand. Finally, our approach also di¤ers from past work, in that we

show how information on distributions of purchase behavior (including statistical support for �no

purchase�behavior) allows us to estimate the size of the outside good.

With respect to the exact choice of purchase information, we now present a straightforward

example to motivate that the consumers�distribution of the purchase set size is uniquely quali�ed

to identify taste variation. Suppose �rst that there is a market where all consumers have similar

preferences for two hypothetical choice options. In this setting, consumers are practically indi¤erent

between the two brands. Therefore, choice probabilities are very similar, close to 0.5 for each brand.

The relative indi¤erence causes consumers to frequently switch randomly between the two brands

across time, possibly induced by promotion and price. As a result, over a time span that covers

multiple purchases, the purchase set is expected to include both available brands. In a second

market, half of the consumers prefer one brand, and half prefer the other. In the second case,

consumers have strong preferences for one of the brands and a very low degree of switching. Over

time, the purchase set - di¤erent brands bought - is likely to be composed of exclusively one of the

brands.

Obviously, in practice we expect price variation to add variance to market shares over time, but

these two scenarios illustrate the fact that aggregate level information about market shares is not

enough to identify consumer heterogeneity and switching patterns. In both cases, we obtain market

shares of 50% for each brand. However, consumer preferences and brand switching are dissimilar

across the two cases.

Our approach involves adding the marginal distribution (over time) of the purchase set size.

In our example, this information would adopt the following form. In the �rst scenario discussed

above, the marginal distribution of the purchase set size would be 0% of individuals purchase one

brand, whereas 100% of consumers buy two di¤erent brands time. For the second scenario, the
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distribution is 100% of individuals buy one brand, 0% of individuals buy two brands. Thus, the two

scenarios of preference dispersion across brands produce very distinct distributions of the purchase

set size.

In addition to using information about the number of unique brands that a consumer switches

among, we use the fraction of households who do not buy any brand from the category to help us

estimate the outside good. This is de�ned as the fraction of households with a purchase set size

of 0, or alternatively by 1 minus the penetration rate. Our estimation procedure imposes on the

demand model that its predictions about the popularity of the outside good are consistent with the

empirical data on penetration rates and probability that a household has purchase set size of 0 in

the market.

3 Model

Since we wish to analyze the di¤erences in substitution behavior across markets, our demand model

is formulated at the market level. To avoid cluttered notation, we however suppress the market

subscript. The model is the same in each market, but the parameter values and the data are market

speci�c.

In each week t = 1; :::; T , the utility of brand j = 0; :::; J for consumer i = 1; :::; N is given by

the following expression:

uijt = �ij + xjt�i + �jt + �ijt; (1)

where �ij is individual i�s perception of brand j, xjt is a K-dimensional row vector of observed

marketing mix variables, �i is a K-dimensional vector of individual speci�c marketing mix coe¢ -

cients and �jt includes demand shocks that are unobserved by the econometrician but considered

by consumers in their purchase decisions and by manufacturers in their pricing decisions. Finally,

�ijt is an i.i.d. mean-zero stochastic term with a Type-I Extreme Value distribution.

Consumers are allowed to be heterogenous in their preferences for brands and in their sensitiv-

ities to marketing mix variables. The vector of brand intercepts �i has the following expression:

�i � N (��;�) (2)

�� is a [J�1] parameter vector that represents the mean-preferences for the brands. Both parameters

�� and matrix � of size [J�J ] can be estimated directly or can be represented using a factor structure

(e.g., Chintagunta, Dubé, and Singh, 2002).
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We chose to model random intercepts �ij using a factor model for several reasons. First,

the factor model produces a brand map, which plots brands that are perceived to be similar by

consumers, close to each other. It also plots brands that are dissimilar in the eyes of consumers,

far apart. A factor model is thus helpful in directly estimating brand similarity (e.g., Elrod 1988;

Elrod and Keane 1995; Erdem 1996). Second, brand maps are of interest in the current paper,

especially in the context of DiGiorno�s advertising claim that it substitutes with delivery pizza

as evidenced by the slogan �It�s not delivery, it�s DiGiorno!�. From this claim, we could expect

that DiGiorno substitutes with the outside good, a fact that is directly veri�able from how close

DiGiorno is positioned to the outside good in the brand map. Finally, the factor model introduces

correlation in the unobservable brand characteristics across brands, with few parameters. It thus

presents the advantage of reducing the number of parameters required to estimate a full (in the

sense of non-diagonal) heterogeneity matrix while remaining highly �exible.5

Using a two dimensional factor structure, the factor representation of household speci�c inter-

cepts is

�ij = Lj!i; with zi � N(w; I) (3)

with Lj the coordinates of alternative j in the attribute space and !i the consumer�s taste vector

for these attributes. !i is assumed to be distributed Normal with mean w and variance covariance

matrix I: These assumptions imply that �� in equation (2) is equal to Lw and that � is equal to

LL0:6

The introduction of the mean brand e¤ects, �� = Lw; is akin to introducing brand dummies

into the model. There are several reasons to include such brand level �xed e¤ects. First, it is not

certain that observed product characteristics capture all or much of the substitution patterns in

the data. In such cases, ��xed e¤ects should be included to improve the �t of the model� (Nevo

2000). Second, we are interested in the random shocks �jt because they are economically related

to prices. However, by accounting for the alternative speci�c mean utility components, we have

also accounted for possible correlation between prices and the brand speci�c mean of unobserved

quality. In turn, this has the advantage that we do not need an instrument for this correlation. Last,

5 In contrast, while the random intercept model can be speci�ed with a full variance covariance matrix, in practice
it often is constrained it to be diagonal, especially with the use of aggregate data.

6The factor model cannot be estimated withouth several identi�cation restrictions. Speci�cally, to cancel transla-
tion invariance, we �x the outside good to be placed in the origin of the attribute space. To cancel rotation invariance,
we �x one alternative to be positioned on the horizontal axis. Finally, to cancel re�ection invariance, we have set the
mean preference for the �rst attribute to be positive. This model is still too �exible for our purpose. To be able to
compare the positions of brands in the estimated brand maps L across markets, we have set w equal to a vector of
ones. This is an overidenti�cation, but it is practically necessary and does not empirically restrict the model as will
become clear from the results later on.
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accounting for the mean alternative speci�c utility means that the interpretation of the random

shocks �jt becomes more precise. Speci�cally, with the mean utility accounted for, the random

shocks �jt are zero in expectation at the brand level and represent seasonal variability in demand

(e.g. calendar seasons, or special events such as Superbowl Sunday, etc.). It is likely that pricing

depends on such seasonality in a di¤erent way than it does on brand-di¤erences in unobserved

attributes. Thus accounting for brand level mean utilities in each market, we can disentangle these

two sources of endogeneity which otherwise would be left confounded.

Heterogeneity in response to marketing mix variables is modeled in the following way,

�i = �0 + �
0vi; vi � N (0; I) (4)

In practice, consumers can choose among several choice options, the �inside goods,�or decide to

buy something else (including �nothing�) in a given week, the so-called �outside good.�Its utility,

ui0t; is �xed at zero for identi�cation purposes. Given the extreme value distribution of �ijt, the

probability of household i purchasing brand j at time t is given by:

Pr (jt j xjt; i) =
exp

�
Lj!i + xjt�i + �jt

�
1 +

PJ
k=1 exp (Lk!i + xkt�i + �kt)

(5)

To obtain market level shares sj , we integrate over the distribution of the characteristics of the

individuals i (in our case, tastes for attributes and sensitivity to marketing mix e¤ects):

bsjt =

Z +1

�1

Z +1

�1
Pr (jt j xjt; i)� (v)� (!) @v@! (6)

i = 1; :::; I; j = 0; :::; J; t = 1; :::; T

where � (:) is the PDF of the normal distribution. With this set up, the parameters to be estimated

are � = [�0; L; �]. The integral shown in equation 6 lacks an analytical form. We use simulation

methods to estimate the shares and parameters, described in more detail in the estimation section.

4 Data

4.1 The Frozen Pizza industry

Our empirical analysis covers the Frozen Pizza category. Frozen pizza has become one of the most

important categories among frozen food, accounting for about 19% of the its sales (Bronnenberg

and Mela 2004; Van Heerde et al. 2004). According to industry experts and manufacturers, it

represents almost 20% of the total pizza business, with delivery pizza being its main competitor

outside of the category (Pizza Marketing Quarterly). During 1993-1995, the years preceding our
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1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
DiGiorno 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.13 0.13
Jack�s 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.08
Red Baron 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.13
Tombstone 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.17
Tony�s 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.08
Totinos 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10
Fringe 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.31

Table 1: Evolution of average shares for some brands in the frozen pizza category in each of the
years in the data set.

analysis, the category was viewed as largely stable and characterized by slow growth, with dollar

sales marginally increasing from $1.6 to $1.7 billion. In 1995, Kraft launched a new brand into the

market, DiGiorno. In late 1996, Schwan�s followed by launching Freschetta. Both brands included a

new feature, self-rising crust, which was considered a major development in the category. Combined

with strong advertising, DiGiorno�s introduction led to a fast increase in sales of frozen pizza with

a sustained annual growth rate of approximately 12% through 1999 (Holcomb, 2000).

Two companies, Kraft and Schwan�s Food Company, have a dominant place in the Frozen Pizza

category, with a portfolio of multiple brands. Kraft�s brands include DiGiorno, Tombstone and

Jack�s while Schwan�s owns Tony�s and Red Baron. Another national brand in this category is

Totino�s which is owned by Pillsbury. Our analysis of the introduction of DiGiorno will focus

mainly on these six brands, which capture about 70% of the volume of the category.7 All of them,

except Jack�s, are available nationally. Jack�s distribution is limited to markets in the North-West

and Mid-West region of the country but has a large share in those markets.

To avoid cannibalization of its existing brands, Tombstone and Jack�s, Kraft exploited Di-

Giorno�s rising crust attribute in its marketing. Speci�cally, because rising crust was associated

with fresh baked or hand-tossed pizza, Kraft positioned DiGiorno as a close competitor of delivery

pizza instead of traditional frozen pizza. This is most directly evidenced by the slogan �It�s not

delivery, it�s DiGiorno!�

Average annual shares of brands from 1995 to 1999 are presented in Table 1. Nationally, the

dynamics in DiGiorno�s share re�ect a roll-out that took three years. By 1999, DiGiorno had

captured about 13% of the U.S. frozen pizza market.8

The launch of DiGiorno a¤ected the incumbent brands di¤erently in di¤erent markets. In Figure

2, we show the evolution of market shares in Pittsburgh and Oklahoma City, around the time of

7Freschetta is not included in our analysis of the introduction of DiGiorno, because it was introduced later.
8The same �gure is independently reported in Holcomb (2000).
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Figure 2: Evolution of market shares of the main brands in two markets at the time of DiGiorno�s
introduction

DiGiorno�s introduction. In Pittsburgh, DiGiorno steals most share from Tombstone whereas the

share of Red Barron is not at all a¤ected by the launch of DiGiorno. Oklahoma City presents

almost the opposite situation. Here, it is Red Barron who su¤ers the most severe share loss,

but Tombstone�s share remains una¤ected. These di¤erences suggest that substitution patterns are

market speci�c. One expectation about local substitution patterns is that di¤erences across markets

arise because the incumbents�shares are di¤erent and new brands draw their share proportionally

from those incumbents. But this proportional draw hypothesis does not accord well with the data

in the Figure. For instance, in Oklahoma City, the share erosion for the incumbent brands is so

unevenly concentrated in the Red Barron and Tony�s brands that Tombstone, which was smaller

prior to launch of DiGiorno, actually becomes larger than Red Barron and Tony�s after it. These

patterns are suggestive of more complex local substitution patterns.

4.2 Di¤erent data sources

Our analysis integrates four di¤erent data sets. The �rst data set contains market-level information

on sales volume, price, local feature advertising and display levels. The data are indexed by week

and market and cover 260 weeks, from January 1995 to December 1999, and 64 IRI markets.

Markets are de�ned by IRI as metropolitan areas or as part of a state. The sample of 64 markets

covers the lower 48 states of the US. The data are the result of aggregation over a sample of stores

in each market. We use volume sales to compute the market shares of the inside goods. On average,

there are about 10 brands of frozen pizza present in each market. For our empirical analysis, we
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do not use a 26 week window immediately following launch of DiGiorno. The data in this window

display dynamics of post launch sales that often re�ect distribution rather than demand (see, e.g.,

Bronnenberg and Mela 2004). We are primarily interested in consumer substitution patterns that

explain the di¤erences between pre- and post-launch market shares given distribution. Thus, for

the empirical analysis we censor the 26 week period after launch of DiGiorno (see Figure 2). This

means that every market is represented by two time series, one representing the situation before

launch and another showing the new market structure after DiGiorno comes into the market.

Second, we have weekly data on the local size of the frozen pizza category as a fraction of total

store volume. This measure is informative about the dynamics in category volume (the total size

of the inside goods) in a given market.

The third set of data consists of summary statistics about the purchase set size and penetration

levels. These data are computed by the AC Nielsen company from its HomeScan panel. From

these data, we use the local distribution of purchase set sizes, i.e., the percentage of consumers that

buy 1, 2, 3, 4, or more unique brands over the duration of a year. We have these data for each

of the 9 Census divisions9 and for the year 2004. We also have annual penetration levels at the

Census divisional level, for the years 2000 to 2003, measuring the percentage of people that have

purchased pizza at least once during each year.10 Each of the 64 markets maps into exactly one

Census division.

Finally, from the Census 2000, we have obtained detailed demographic information for each mar-

ket, which includes population size, average income, age, minorities importance in the population

and family size.

5 Demand estimation

5.1 Overview

We estimate the demand model using the Generalized Methods of Moments (Hansen, 1982) com-

bining three di¤erent moment conditions. First, we use similar moments as in Berry, Levinsohn,

and Pakes (1995) and Nevo (2001). These moments require that the structural error terms, �jt;

are independent from the instrumental variables. In our application, the �BLP moments�mainly

9There are nine US Census divisions: New England, Middle Atlantic, Midwest, East North Central,West North
Central, South Atlantic, East South Central, West South Central, Mountain, Paci�c. For further de�nitions, see
www.census.gov/geo/www/us_regdiv.pdf.
10A point of concern is that these data were collected a few years later than the sales data. However, the penetration

measures are very stable across time. To obtain a best estimate for 1999, we �back-casted� the data by region to
1999 using cubic-spline extrapolation.
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ensure that the mean market shares are recovered by the model.

Second, in many studies, the size of the outside good is based on an assumption that is more or

less ad hoc. In this study, we de�ne a moment using local category penetration data to estimate

the size of the outside good empirically.

Finally, we use a third set of moments (the �heterogeneity moments�) to identify taste variation.

Whereas the �BLP moments�are found to be e¤ective in capturing the mean utilities in the market,

we �nd they underestimate consumer heterogeneity. We also �nd that this underestimation of taste

variation strongly impacts determining the origins of the share for new entrants. Our proposed cure

for this problem is to match the predicted distribution of purchase set sizes to local actual data

about the number of brands that consumers switch among.

We show that these three sources of identi�cation give us precise estimates of local demand. We

do not use the supply side, i.e., prices, to estimate the demand parameters. In order for the observed

shelf prices to be informative about the demand parameters in local markets, many assumptions are

required about local pricing decisions by national multi-product �rms and about the local category

management strategies of retailers. The data o¤er little or no guidance in making such assumptions

and wrong assumptions may deteriorate rather than improve our demand estimates.11

We now present the details for the implementation of each of these moments.

5.2 The BLP moments

In empirical studies of demand, the analyst often lacks observation of certain demand primitives

that are observed and used by the manufacturer as inputs to the determination of price. This

endogeneity of price, or the associated correlation between prices and unobserved attributes �jt

generally causes biases in the estimates of the demand parameters. Past literature has provided

evidence of this endogeneity bias when using store-level data (Chintagunta, 2001; Villas-Boas and

Winer, 1999).

To account for the endogeneity of price, the usual approach is to rely on instrumental variables

and impose an orthogonality condition with the unobserved demand shocks �jt. Berry, Levinsohn,

and Pakes (1995) have proposed an algorithm to estimate the �jt. In this algorithm, the indirect

utility function Lj!i+xjt�i+ �jt is divided in an individual part �ijt = Lj!i+xjt�
0�i and a mean

utility for brand j at time t, �jt = xjt�0+�jt: Next, given an initial value �
0
jt and a set of parameter

11For instance, in our data, retail prices for the incumbents are similar before and after the launch of DiGiorno.
Does this mean that the manufacturer charges the same price or the retailer absorbes the shock in whole-sale prices
(e.g., Nelson, Siegfried, and Howell 1992)?
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values, one can iterate the following expression until it converges12

�n+1jt = �njt + ln (sjt)� ln
�bsjt ��njt; ��� ; (7)

where bsjt is the predicted market share, which integrates (numerically) over all consumer types, sjt
is the actual share and n denotes the iterations in the BLP contraction mapping of equation (7).

Once �jt are computed, we can estimate �jt as the residual of the equation �jt = xjt�̂0+ �jt, where

in turn �̂0 can be estimated using an instrumental variables estimator.

In practice, the shares sjt are often not data, i.e., are usually not directly observed. Instead,

what is observed is the conditional shares of the inside goods, i.e., ~sjt = sjt= (1� s0t) : This issue

is side-stepped by making an assumption about the total size of the market, thereby de�ning the

outside good share, s0t: Our implementation, in contrast to BLP (1995) or Nevo (2001), directly

estimates the size of the outside good from data. It replaces sjt in the estimation by the share

among the inside goods, ~sjt; which is data, multiplied by 1 minus the estimated share for the outside

good (see next subsection).

sjt = ~sjt � (1� bs0t) (8)

Given our additional moment restrictions below, this su¢ ces for identi�cation.13

As instruments, we use prices in other markets (as in Nevo 2001). A concern with such instru-

ments is that they still correlate with the demand shocks if prices are set in clusters of markets

rather than in each market individually. To alleviate this concern, we use as instruments prices

in far away markets.14 Related to the positions in the brand map, we impose that the positions

L are chosen such that the �jt are zero-mean for all brands before and after the launch by Di-

Giorno. Finally, the instruments for display and feature are the variables themselves. Arraying

these instruments into the vector Zjt; we write the �BLP moments�as:

G1 (�) : E
�
�jt (�)
 Z

�
= 0; (9)

where the expectation is taken over products and time.

12Convergence is obtained
���n+1jt � �njt

�� < ", for 8�jt, with " very small ( � exp (10) in our case).
13This modi�cation in and by itself is close to the current practice in estimating demand models. Indeed, it may

be realized that current practice also uses equation (8), however that it makes a priori choice about the quantity ŝ0t
that is contained in it. In our case, we estimate this quantity.
14Speci�cally, for the market of interest m, we sort all other markets in terms of geographic distance to market m.

Prices in markets distanced further away than the 10th closest market and on which same period prices are available
are potential instruments. We use the prices in 3 far away markets as instruments.
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5.3 The outside good moment

The size of the outside good is usually not observed, especially not in a CPG context. Nevo (2000,

p. 527) notes there are generally two assumptions in setting the outside good. First, one should

determine a variable to which the total size of the market is proportional and second one should

determine the value of the proportionality factor. Nevo (2000) also observes that these choices

strongly in�uence conclusions about demand systems and substitution e¤ects. Instead of using an

ad hoc assumption, we use data to inform us about the size of the market. In particular, we set

the share of the inside goods proportional to total Frozen Pizza expenditure (FPEt) in a market15

and we then estimate the �non-structural�proportionality or scaling factor using data.

The proportionality factor is determined as follows. In equation (8), we replace bs0t by 1 �
��FPEt; and we de�ne a moment that chooses the scaling factor � such that the model is consistent

with observed category penetration.16 The variable �Category Penetration� identi�es �; because

�as in Nevo�s observation above�di¤erent bs0t will generate di¤erent parameters � which in turn
imply a certain penetration rate. Thus, a better notation would be to recognize that � is a function

of �; i.e., write � (�) :17

The predicted penetration rate is not a statistic that is readily produced by the model, but it

can be computed e¢ ciently as follows. For each simulated household i (resulting from a draw of

�i and wi); brand j; and week t; the model predicts a choice probability Prijt (�) : The model�s

implied probability that the consumer chooses only the outside good over the last year included in

the analysis is

Pri (f?g) =
TY

t=T�51
Pri0t (�; �;Xt) : (10)

This compound probability is smooth in � and in �. We require that the population mean of this

probability, E [Pri (f?g)], is equal to 1 minus the observed penetration rate, �. Thus, we write the

�outside good�moment as

G2 (�; �) : E [Pri (f?g)] = [1� �] ; (11)

where the expectation is taken over individuals i:
15Thus, category volume is measured as the share of Frozen Pizza expenditure (FPEt) among all categories scanned

in a given market. Alternatively, one can make the joint share of the inside goods proportional to category sales.
However, total recorded category sales in our data is subject to dynamics in the IRI store sample. This makes that
the dynamics of the Frozen Pizza share of store sales is better at capturing the dynamics of the joint sales of the
inside goods.
16A notational distinction between the parameters � and � is made on the grounds that the former are the structural

parameters of the demand system, while the latter is a �non-structural�scaling constant that translates data about
category size into �data�about the outside good.
17Other papers have the same conditionality. Our paper di¤ers from those in that we estimate � rather than assume

it.
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In sum, this moment restriction requires of the demand system that the weekly size of the

outside good is consistent with the actual fraction of households that do not buy Frozen Pizza, and

that the size of the inside goods is consistent with the recorded weekly dynamics of category size.

5.4 The heterogeneity moments

As explained before, we use data on the distribution of purchase set sizes, Si, to estimate the

dispersion of preferences and, importantly in the evaluation of a new product introduction, the

degree of switching in the Frozen Pizza category. Our data cover the empirical distribution of the

purchase set size across households, Pr (Si = 0) ; Pr (Si = 1) ; Pr (Si = 2) ; etc., in di¤erent regions

in the United States. For example, in the Paci�c Census division, 39% of households buy 0 Frozen

Pizza brands in a year (penetration is 61%), 22% of households buys only 1 unique brand, 17%

switch among 2 brands, 10% switch among 3 brands, and 5% switch among 4 brands (the remaining

6% of households switch among more than 4 brands).

To estimate the degree of preference dispersion in the market, we require that our estimated

demand system matches the actual individual level distribution of purchase set sizes. For this

purpose, we need to compute the implied purchase set size distribution of the model. The model�s

forecast of Si (�;Xt) can be computed recursively from the choice probabilities, Prijt (�;Xt) in

equation (5), for each simulated individual i in week t. As an example, we provide details on the

predictions for Pr (Si = 1) and Pr (Si = 2).

Start with the joint probability that a weekly observed consumer buys brand j, nothing, or

combinations thereof over the course of an entire year,

Hij =
TY

t=T�51
[Prijt (�;Xt) + Pri0t (�;Xt)] : (12)

This probability covers all purchase histories that combine any positive number of purchases of

j with any positive number of purchases of the outside good. Therefore (using the notation in

equation 10),

Pri (fjg) = Hij � Pri (f?g) (13)

is the probability that the purchase set is fjg in a given year. Finally, the probability that the

consumer has a purchase set size of exactly 1, is equal to the summation of Pri (fjg) across choice

options j:

Pr (Si = 1) =
JP
j=1

Pri (fjg) : (14)
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Next, Pr (Si = 2) can be computed from the probability that the consumer purchases j; k;

nothing, or combinations thereof for an entire year,

Hijk =

TY
t=T�51

[Prijt (�;Xt) + Prikt (�;Xt) + Pri0t (�;Xt)] : (15)

This probability covers all purchase histories involving j, k, and the outside good. The probability

Pri (fj; kg) that consumer�s purchase set is fj; kg ; i.e. that the purchase set contains at least one

j and one k but no other brands than the outside good is then (using equation 13),

Pri (fj; kg) = Hijk � Pri (fjg)� Pri (fkg)� Pri (f?g) : (16)

As a �nal step, the probability that a purchase set of exactly size two is observed for a given

individual is the sum of Pri (fj; kg) across all unique combinations of j and k:

Pr (Si = 2) =
JP
j=1

JP
k=j+1

Pri (fj; kg) (17)

The probabilities Pr (Si = 3) ;Pr (Si = 4) ; etc., are recursively computed in a similar fashion.

Write the population values for the fractions Pr (Si = n) as Fn: Then, the �nal set of moments

can be written as

G3 (�) : E [Pr (Si = n)] = Fn; n = f1; :::; 4g ; (18)

where the expectation is again taken over households.

This set of moments ensures that the model parameters are chosen such that the implied amount

of switching given prices, promotion, etc., matches the switching in the Frozen Pizza category

observed during the introduction of DiGiorno.

5.5 Objective function and simulation

The objective function combines the three sets of moments previously described:

G (�) =

24 G1 (�)G2 (�)
G3 (�)

35 : (19)

In order to compute the expectations in G1 (�) ; G2 (�) ; and G3 (�) we need to use simulation. For

instance, the expectation in equation (18)

Ei [Pr (Si = n)] =

Z
Pr (Si = n)� (�)� (!) @v@! (20)
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can not be computed analytically, but must be approximated. The simplest way of doing this, is

to use the pseudo panel of (�i; !i) draws that is already in use for the approximation of the market

share integrals in G1 (�).

Ei [Pr (Si = n)] �
1

N

NP
i=1
Pr (Si = nj�;Xt; �i; !i) (21)

This approximation is again smooth in the parameters �.

Next, we use these approximations in a two-step GMM estimator (Hansen, 1982; Petrin, 2002).

b� = argmin
�2�

� bG (�)0W �e��0W �e�� bG (�)� (22)

where bG (�) is the sample analogue of G (�) and W �e�� is a weight matrix consisting of an estimate
of the �square root�of the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix of the moments, obtained usinge�, a preliminary consistent estimate of �: For the �rst set of moments, G1 (�), the weight matrix is
given by

W1

�e��0W1

�e�� = " 1
T

TX
t=1

g1t

�e�� � g1t �e��0#�1 (23)

where g1t
�e�� are the moment values for each time period. The second and third moment is a result

of a average of individual probabilities. The associated weight matrix is equal to the inverse of the

variance, i.e.

W2

�e��0W2

�e�� = " 1
N

TX
i=1

g2i

�e�� � g2i �e��0#�1 ; (24)

where g2i
�e�� is a vector moment values of (Pr (Si = n)�Fn) ; n = 0; :::; 4: Finally, W �

~�
�0
W
�
~�
�

is the block-diagonal combination of the two parts de�ned above.

5.6 Computing local switching

As stated in section 2, we compute local switching after estimating the demand system in each

market separately. In order to obtain the switching from incumbent brands to DiGiorno, we

compare two scenarios. The actual scenario, where DiGiorno was introduced in the market, and

an alternative counterfactual case, where we remove DiGiorno from the market. We then compute

the di¤erence of shares of incumbent brands in the two scenarios. The idea behind this method is

to identify who would have kept the share that was transferred to the introduced brand.
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Formally, brand switching is computed using the following expression:

�sjt =
1

N

NX
i=1

[Prijt (�;Xt;DiGiorno in)� Prijt (�;Xt;DiGiorno out)] (25)

j = 1; ::; J; j 6= DiGiorno 8t after DiGiorno�s entry

Under the assumptions of the model this measure is less than or equal to 0 (incumbent brands will

not gain share from the introduction of DiGiorno) and larger than minus the share of the incumbent

brands prior to the launch of DiGiorno.

6 Results

6.1 Introduction

We present our results in the following order. First, we verify that the longitudinal and cross-

sectional �t of the model is good. We also show that the standard model overestimates the degree

of brand switching in a market. Second, we investigate the impact of the extra moments on the

estimates of the model. Third, we discuss the structural parameter estimates and the implied brand

switching. Fourth, we conduct a policy experiment in which we evaluate alternative positions for

the new brand, DiGiorno. Finally, we explore the cross-market di¤erences in substitution patterns

by relating the market by brand substitution patterns to national branding, to regional branding,

and local variables.

6.2 Model �t

We �rst evaluate how well the model explains market shares and the distribution of the purchase

set size. In addition, to evaluate the improvement stemming from the additional moments, we

compare our proposed model (the �augmented�model) with the model in which the additional

moments are not included in the estimation (the �standard�model). Since the absence of these

additional moments would not permit the estimation of the outside good, we use the estimated

shares for this alternative from the augmented model as data.18

The model was estimated for the 64 markets in the data set individually. To illustrate the

�ndings, we discuss the case of Chicago. Figure 3 displays the time series of actual and estimated

shares for 2 brands in this market. The shares are estimated excluding the demand unobservables

�jt and the error term �ijt, as these are not observed by the analyst. Our model estimates market

18Because the standard model uses the outside good estimates from the augmented model, the standard model is
likely to perform better than it would with an ad hoc assumption about the outside good. The contrast in relative
improvement of model �t from the extra moments is therefore likely to be conservative.
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Figure 3: Actual and estimated shares for Tombstone and DiGiorno in Chicago.

shares that include the outside good, where as the actual data only considers the share among

inside alternatives. In order to make the comparison possible, we compute the estimated share of

each brand within the category.19 It is clear that the model does very well at explaining the brand

level variation in market shares. This is also true in the other markets. We note that the standard

model does also well in recovering the market share time series.

Next, Table 2 shows that the augmented model is highly accurate at setting the demand para-

meters such that the model matches the purchase set sizes observed in the market. The augmented

model implies the correct fraction of households that stay out of the market, are loyal to the same

brand, or switch among 2, 3, or 4 brands. In contrast, the standard model does not, even when

we use the information about the outside good borrowed from the augmented model. Speci�cally,

the �nal column in the table shows that the information-poor model underestimates the fraction

of households that are loyal to the outside good and that are loyal to a single brand. At the same

time, it overestimates the number of households that switch among 2 or more brands. As we will

show subsequently, this is because the standard approach underestimates consumer heterogeneity.

19We do this by dividing the estimated shares of each brand by (1� ŝ0t), in each time period.
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purchase augmented standard
set size actual model model
0 0.238 0.261 0.039
1 0.214 0.216 0.158
2 0.170 0.175 0.307
3 0.132 0.124 0.250
4 0.096 0.089 0.106

Table 2: The implied purchase set size distribution for Chicago, using the augmented model and
the standard model.

The patterns discussed here are not speci�c to Chicago but happen generally in the data.

6.3 The impact of the extra information

6.3.1 Estimating the outside good

The estimation of the outside good share is fundamental in the process of accurately identifying

the switching between alternatives, since category expansion plays in many cases an important role

in generating demand for a new brand, especially one that o¤ers unique product features. In the

case of the frozen pizza category, the outside alternative has additional relevance, since DiGiorno

used a well documented media campaign that speci�cally targeted delivery pizza, a component of

the outside good.

Our estimate of the outside good is based on market level penetration rates. Across all time

periods in the analysis, we �nd an estimated weekly share of the outside good that ranges across

markets from a minimum of 70% to a maximum of 95%. Prima facie these results are plausible

and accord with the practitioner�s estimate that the Frozen Pizza category constitutes 20% of the

total Pizza Category (Pizza Marketing Quarterly). As an additional validity check, we computed

the correlation between the estimated inside goods share (1 � ŝ0t) and the average expenditures

in frozen pizza, across the 64 markets. As expected we �nd a strong positive correlation across

markets of 0:60. In general, markets where pizza is traditionally a popular choice, such as Chicago,

display lower shares of the outside alternative.

We next analyze the evolution of the outside good, due to the introduction of DiGiorno, by

comparing its average share before and after DiGiorno was launched. We plot the result in Figure

4(a) for each of the 64 markets. The size of the circles represent share losses su¤ered by the outside

good, with larger circles re�ecting more category expansion. The expansion shows a pronounced

spatial concentration in the North-East part of the U.S. Figure 4 (b) shows the average share for

DiGiorno. From these two graphs, it appears that the locations where DiGiorno achieves a higher
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Figure 4: (a) Change in the share of the outside good before and after the launch of DiGiorno, (b)
annual market share of DiGiorno starting 26 weeks after introduction

market share are those where we also see more reduction in the outside good. This �nding suggests

that a considerable percentage of DiGiorno�s share came from the expansion of the category. We

investigate this issue in more detail in the next subsections.

6.3.2 Estimated heterogeneity and the origins of brand switching

The estimated degree of consumer preferences is very di¤erent between the standard model and the

augmented model. For instance, the standard deviation of price responses in the Chicago population

is estimated to be 0.73 when using the augmented model vs. 0.12 using the standard model. The

positions L in the brand perceptions map are also di¤erent. Speci�cally, Figure (5) shows that

DiGiorno, Red Baron and Jack�s are all closer to the outside good in the standard model, making

it more likely for people to change between those brands and the outside alternative.

The e¤ect of this result on the estimated origins of DiGiorno�s share is very substantial, as

shown in Table 3.20 The standard model displays a higher percentage of switchers from the outside

good to DiGiorno then the proposed augmented model (66% vs. 41%), while the incumbent brands

loose importance as a source of DiGiorno�s share. Again, this can be explained from the di¤erences

in inferred brand positions and price heterogeneity. With the augmented model, DiGiorno is farther

from the outside good alternative; in addition, a larger price heterogeneity estimated by this model

implies that the most price sensitive consumers still stay out of the category when DiGiorno is

20The mean and standard deviation of the switching was obtained by computing the implied origins of switching
across 100 parameter vectors, that were randomly drawn from the empirical distribution of the parameters in Chicago.
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augmented standard
model model

mean st. dev. mean st. dev.
Tombstone 0.057 0.057 0.036 0.058

Jack�s 0.197 0.080 0.116 0.081
Red Baron 0.122 0.123 0.075 0.056

Tony�s 0.069 0.051 0.074 0.098
Totinos 0.144 0.124 0.035 0.086

Outside Good 0.411 0.149 0.664 0.163

Table 3: Estimates of the switching to DiGiorno, for the market of Chicago, using the augmented
model and the standard model.

introduced.

6.4 Structural parameters and brand perceptions

After verifying model �t, and assessing the importance of the extra moments, we now turn our

attention to the structural parameters and the sources of share of the new brand. We display

parameter means and standard deviations in Table 4. Price, display and feature coe¢ cients have

expected signs, with the values of -1.25, 2.24 and 0.60 respectively. For Chicago, the parameters

imply an average price elasticity of -1.13, while display and feature elasticities are 1.84 and 0.46.21

Across all markets, these elasticities have an average of -1.9, 0.9 and 0.4 respectively.

The estimation of the proposed model delivers also the positions of the brands in a two-

dimensional perceptual map. Figure 5 shows the locations of brand perceptions in Chicago. Several

interesting �ndings are worth point out.

First, consumers perceive that DiGiorno is located closest to the outside good in this market.

A more general analysis across all markets con�rms this to be common. We computed the cross-

market distribution of the "city-block" distance between the brand positions and the outside good,

across the 64 markets, shown in Figure 6. DiGiorno is located closer to the outside good than

any other brand, providing further con�rmation that Kraft�s strategy of positioning the brand as

a substitute of the delivery pizza alternative (included in the outside good) was highly successful.

Second, the perceptual map shows all brands in the negative quadrant of the two attributes,

when compared to the outside good. The two brands that are valued highest by consumers for

the two perceived attributes (which have positive weights) are DiGiorno and Jack�s, two of Kraft�s

brands. Given the brand positions, we can conclude that Kraft was able to avoid cannibalizing

21Feature and display elasticities are computed by increasing the percentage of sales featured or on display by 1%
over all periods of time.
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Figure 5: Perceptual maps for the main brands in Chicago, contrasting the augmented and the
standard model.

their other main brand Tombstone. DiGiorno and Tombstone are usually located far away from

each other and the switching from Tombstone represents a small percentage of DiGiorno�s share.

On the other hand, Jack�s was more penalized by the entry of the new brand, since the brands were

perceived as substitutes by consumers. It is also likely that the �rm decided to give DiGiorno some

of the resources assigned previously to Jack�s (or were forced by retailers to do so), such as shelf

and feature space, in the markets where this brand was present, leading to consumer switching to

the newer brand.

Third, it is interesting to note that the two Schwan�s brands are located in neighboring positions

in Chicago, as it is so in the majority of the markets. In fact, there is a strong negative correlation

between the shares of the two brands in those markets. Its reason arises from the fact that Schwan�s

uses a strategy of pulsing display and feature of these two brands alternatively, that is, when

Tony�s is featured, Red Baron is not, and vice-versa. This choice of policy is somewhat justi�ed

by restrictions imposed by retailers, for instance, on the space used for the category in inserts and

advertisements.22 Although the model accounts for such marketing mix variables in the utility

function, brand positions indicate that the incentive to consumers to switch often between the two

brands makes them closer substitutes.
22This information was provided to the authors in discussions with managers of the �rms in the category.
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Mean St. Dev.
1st Attribute
Tombstone -4.853 2.314

Jack�s -0.425 1.005
Red Baron -1.575 1.710

Tony�s -1.743 1.056
Totinos -2.521 2.524

DiGiorno -0.467 0.325

2nd Attribute
Jack�s -1.334 2.774

Red Baron -3.497 3.338
Tony�s -2.602 2.799
Totinos -2.004 6.292

DiGiorno -0.986 0.890

Price -1.253 0.015
Display 2.241 0.183
Feature 0.603 0.142

Price Heterogeneity 0.734 0.218
Outside Good Scale 0.266 0.064

Table 4: Estimation results for Chicago.

6.5 Evaluating repositioning strategies

Managers have considerable control over brand positioning (or repositioning) by changing its ad-

vertising message, its price or its promotion strategies. In the speci�c case of new products, it is

also possible to test di¤erent positioning strategies in early markets and opt for the best policy

for the remaining locations.23 Our factor analytical approach allows us to measure the e¤ects of

alternative positioning strategies of the new brand.

In the policy simulations below, we assume di¤erent values for the attributes L for DiGiorno

and, given the data and the parameters obtained by our model, we compute its average share and

switching from incumbents. We continue to explore the Chicago market as illustration and present

the results in Figure 7. We discretize the perceptual map space, in increments of 0.5 over the

interval [-5, 1] for the two attributes, in order to evaluate the impact of alternative locations of the

new brand.

Looking at the top left panel in Figure 7, switching from competitors is highest when DiGiorno

has positions close to the three main competitors, i.e., when located around (-2,-4) for attribute

23For instance, DiGiorno was initially tested in four markets. A more widespread introduction across markets was
done after a few months, and an even larger market introduction occurred a year later.
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Figure 6: Boxplot of the city-block distance between the positions of the brands in the perceptual
map and the outside good, for the 64 markets.

1 and 2 respectively. This area of the perceptual map appears, at �rst glance, to be attractive to

DiGiorno, since a large percentage of its share, close to 70%, comes from competitor brands, with

cannibalization below 20%. However, such positioning would place the brand in direct competition

with Red Baron, Tony�s and Totinos, in a very crowded area of the perceptual map, where di¤er-

entiation between brands is low and price competition is likely to increase. The brand draws less

share from competitors in regions close to the outside good (0,0), or close to Tombstone. Combin-

ing the cannibalization and category expansion panels in Figure 7 both locations are favorable in

terms of allowing larger shares for DiGiorno (see also the totals in the lower right panel). However,

while positioning closer to Tombstone causes most of DiGiorno�s share to come from Kraft�s ex-

tant brands, Tombstone and Jack�s, positioning closer to the outside good attracts consumers from

outside of the category to purchase the new brand.

The analysis of these simulations suggest that Kraft opted for the best strategy in creating

share, i.e., one that allowed DiGiorno to become one of the main competitors in the market, while

keeping cannibalization and direct competition within the category to a minimum.

6.6 Multimarket exploration of the origins of DiGiorno�s demand

Across all markets, Kraft�s strategy of targeting the outside good (delivery pizza) to avoid can-

nibalizing its own brands appears to have been successful. The cross-market distribution of the

switching from other brands owned by Kraft, from competitor brands and from the outside alter-

native to DiGiorno is shown in Figure 8. Only a small percentage of DiGiorno�s share originated
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Figure 7: Cannibalization, Competitive Draw, Category Expansion and DiGiorno�s Share for dif-
ferent positioning strategies of DiGiorno. Tom �Tombstone; Tot �Totinos; Ton �Tony�s; Red �
Red Barron; Jac �Jacks; Out �Outside good
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Figure 8: Percentage of DiGiorno�s share originated from cannibalization, switching from competi-
tors and category expansion.

from cannibalization of its own brands, on average about 11%. About 26% of the share came

from competitors�brands and 63% from category expansion. This result provides evidence that

an advertising campaign combined with innovative product characteristics24 can be successful in

positioning the brand as a direct competitor of a speci�c alternative, in this case from outside of

the category.

As Figure (8) however shows, the relative importance of cannibalization, competitive draw and

category expansion is not the same across markets and we observe considerable geographic variation.

Figure 9 displays pie charts with the relative weights, for all locations in our data set. The three

sources of switching are spatially dependent, e.g., there are sets of contiguous markets in which

category expansion, cannibalization, or competitive draw, is similarly valued. The Mid-Western

markets show the highest degree of cannibalization. These are markets where Jack�s is an important

competitor, and as seen before in the discussion of the case of Chicago, it was one of the brands

that su¤ered most from the introduction of DiGiorno. Switching from competitor brands is larger

in locations where prior to DiGiorno�s introduction, Schwan�s had a large share. The importance

of category expansion as a source of DiGiorno�s share is considerable across all markets. Although

the attraction of new consumers to the category may be surprising at �rst glance, the data gives

support to this result. The category revenue grew an average of 17%25 across all markets during

24As mentioned before, DiGiorno had the advantage of having an innovative characteristic compared to competitors
in the category - the rising crust.
25This growth is computed by comparing the expenditures on frozen pizza during the period under analysis. Prices

of frozen pizza did not vary signi�cantlly before or after the launch of DiGiorno.
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Figure 9: Relative importance of cannibalization, switching from competitors and category expan-
sion, across 64 markets.

the period in our analysis, which was enough to fuel a large portion of DiGiorno�s volume share.

We conclude from this analysis that the origins of DiGiorno�s demand are (1) local and (2) spatially

dependent.

Finally, we wish to explore the geographic di¤erences of switching toward the new brand.

Variability in the origins of demand may be related to local conditions in each market, such as

pre-entry share, local prices or demographics. On the other hand, it is also possible that switching

depends on regional factors, such as regional retail chains. Lastly, the origins of demand could

be due to factors that are common across all markets, for instance, brand names. We intend to

explore the primitives behind the switching behavior of consumers, by exploring the market-brand

variation in the switching using regression analysis. The dependent variable in this regression is

the [((J � 2)�M) � 1] column vector yjm measuring the loss in shares of the inside good j to

DiGiorno in market m as given by our model:

yjm = �
1

T

X
t

�bsjtm = � 1
T

X
t

[ŝjtm (DiGiorno out)� ŝjtm (DiGiorno in)] (26)

(see equation 25). Since yjm varies between zero and one (the share of an incumbent brand is

always larger in the counterfactual scenario where the new brand is not introduced), we use the logit
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transform on the dependent variable ~yjm = log(yjm=(1� yjm)). We further group our explanatory

variables into national, regional and local factors.

The national factors include brand dummies as a measure of any characteristic that varies across

brands, but not across markets. It is possible that consumers end up perceiving DiGiorno to be a

better substitute to some brands, which would lead these incumbents to loose a higher portion of

their share to DiGiorno.26.

Regional factors comprise variables speci�c to large regions in the U.S., such as retailer chains.

We proxy this e¤ects by including dummy variables for each Census division.

Local variables capture the impact of factors that vary across markets. During DiGiorno�s

introduction, each market presented its own set of initial conditions. We include in the analysis the

average pre-launch share of each incumbent and the average expenditures on frozen pizza, measured

as a percentage of the total basket size level, in each market, before DiGiorno was introduced. We

next add relative price, feature and display of each brand, measured as the di¤erence between the

average level of these marketing mix variables for each incumbent brand and DiGiorno, in each

market.27 Finally, in terms of local consumer characteristics, we include several demographics,

such as income per capita, population, family size, average age and percentage of whites in the

population.

Our results are displayed in Table 5. We present six alternative models, which enable us

to decompose switching variation into the previously presented factors. Model 1 focuses on the

national factors - brand intercepts. Model 2 includes the regional dummies. Models 3 to 5 present

alternative local variables, while model 6 includes all explanatory variables.

The �rst model with only national brand intercepts measures the impact of brand name on

switching. For identi�cation, one brand - Tombstone - is left out of the regression. The �t of this

model is poor, with an R-square of 4%, suggesting that the brand names or any factors that are

common across markets do not explain the origins of DiGiorno�s share. This is remarkable, because

it suggests that there are no brand �xed e¤ects on substitution. In turn, this suggests that brand

substitution is not related to brand di¤erences in product characteristics that are common across

markets. It is important to note that if the researcher observes just one market, the conclusion about

the impact of brand e¤ects may very di¤erent. For instance, in Chicago, Tony�s contribution to

DiGiorno�s share is very small, which would at �rst glance imply that consumers from this brand are

26 Instead of using brand dummies, we could instead include product attributes, such as calories per serving. This
approach performed worse in explaining the switching variance.
27Averages are taken across time periods, over the �rst 52 weeks after the 26 week launch period for DiGiorno in

each market.
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somewhat �insulated�from switching to the new brand. However, a cross-market approach shows

that this is not the case, since in other markets, Tony�s does show larger losses to DiGiorno. We

conclude that in our application, the origins of switching have no meaningful relation to national

brand characteristics including �brand label.�

Model 2 includes regional dummies, where a positive signi�cant e¤ect in one of the regions

represents higher switching to DiGiorno in that region than in the base region (Paci�c Region).

Regional factors explain about 19% of the variance in the switching, and capture factors such as the

presence of the same retailers across regions. Two regions are signi�cantly di¤erent from the base

region. East North Central shows a higher switching to DiGiorno, while South Atlantic presents the

opposite situation. In general, the North regions of the country were more favorable to DiGiorno,

with higher shares located in those areas.

Model 3 includes two variables that measure several aspects of the market structure prior to

DiGiorno�s introduction: pre-entry shares of incumbent brands and the percentage of the total

basket size spent on frozen pizza by consumers. Pre-entry share is by itself the factor that explains

the highest part of variation, with higher share brands contributing signi�cantly more to DiGiorno�s

share than smaller brands. However, from the still low R2 of this model (0.23), it is clear that

switching is not explained from merely a proportional draw or IIA hypothesis, where each brand

would contribute to the share of DiGiorno in proportion to its previous shares.

Marketing mix variables are included in Model 4. We include the relative price, feature and

display, by computing the di¤erence between prices, feature and display of each incumbent brand

and DiGiorno. These variables explain about 7% of the switching variation. The coe¢ cients show

that once accounting for all other e¤ects (Model 6), feature is the only variable that has a signi�cant

impact: the more an incumbent brand is featured when compared to DiGiorno, the less it looses

to the new brand.

Finally, demographic characteristics are explored in Model 5. Consumer demographics capture

di¤erences in tastes, attitudes towards frozen pizza or new brands, etc.. They explain about 8% of

the variation. Switching to DiGiorno was higher in markets where the average age is higher and

family size is larger.

Aggregating all factors, we are able to explain 43% of the total variation of the switching to

DiGiorno.

From this analysis, we �nd that the origins of DiGiorno�s share di¤er strongly across markets.

Surprisingly, we �nd almost no brand main e¤ects in the switching patterns. National brand
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di¤erences in substitution are not a main factor in explaining switching to DiGiorno. Second,

switching to DiGiorno follows a regional pattern. Whereas we �nd regional �xed e¤ects, we did

not explore the causes of this regional distribution. It may be related to the presence of retailers

across markets or di¤erences in perception for the new and the incumbent brands across markets.

Finally, local variables do the best in explaining di¤erences in brand switching. These variables

include pre-entry conditions, which we found to be the most important factor, local marketing mix

policies and local demographics. We also �nd that an incumbent brand manager can, up to a point,

in�uence the switching by having di¤erent levels of marketing mix variables for its incumbent brand

(in our case, feature).

7 Conclusion

In this study, we provided an in-depth analysis of local demand for a new national CPG product.

Methodologically, we aimed to add insight into resolving a recurring dilemma in the estimation

of demand. On one hand, access to an optimal level of information, i.e., very rich data on every

individual (or at least large samples of individuals) for all markets/stores under analysis, is almost

impossible to obtain. On the other hand, market level data are easier and cheaper to obtain, but

are considerably less informative about the individual behavior, as details are lost due to aggrega-

tion. Our analysis combines multiple sources of information, all readily available to the marketing

manager, or the interested analyst to o¤er a feasible solution to this conundrum. Speci�cally, we

propose to augment the time series on sales or market share, which is a marginal of the individual

level data across households, with summary statistics of consumer purchase behavior, which is a

marginal of the individual level data across time periods.

We have shown that using this combination of data produces markedly di¤erent estimates of

consumer demand for a new product. Speci�cally, the traditional model that relies on the time

series only, gravely overestimates the degree of brand switching that takes place in the market.

This is because such models tend to underestimate the degree of preference heterogeneity in the

market place. We identi�ed the household purchase set size as a variable that is very informative of

dispersion of preferences. Our proposed approach determines the level of preference heterogeneity

that reproduces almost exactly the correct number of brands among which a consumer switches,

thereby aiding in the identi�cation of brand switching and in predicting new product demand.

Another methodological contribution of our approach is that we estimate the overall size of the

outside good by relating popularity of the outside good to observed local consumer tendencies to
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stay out of the market. Therefore, our demand model can be used to identify the three sources of

market share of a new brand - cannibalization, competitive draw and category expansion - through

the use of easy to obtain market level data.

Substantively, the empirical illustration used data from the Frozen Pizza category and focused

on the launch of a highly successful CPG brand. From company interviews and from its well

known media campaign, Kraft was focusing its attention on the delivery market as one of their

main targets. Our estimates of the introduction of DiGiorno con�rms that the outside good was

the main source of DiGiorno�s demand. However, there are large di¤erences across markets of how

successful DiGiorno was at stealing share from the outside good. Similar to what we observe in the

outside good, switching from the inside goods is also very di¤erent across markets.

We �nally demonstrated that, in our application, the cross-market variation in the origins of

new brand demand are related to several local factors, but not to national branding. Thus, the

substitution among brands is not a national phenomenon. Of the factors that could explain the

variation in substitution patterns, we �nd that local factors such as pre-entry share and regional

brand popularity are both important.

We note several avenues for future research. The di¤erences across markets in local brand

similarity are important drivers of new product demand. Yet, little is known about why brand

similarity is di¤erent across markets. In other words, we do not know whether the primitives of

brand similarity are consumer related, retailer related, or related to the marketing actions of the

manufacturers. Another avenue for future research is to investigate the broader role of advertising

content in shaping the substitution patterns during the new product launch.

Finally, in practical terms, we believe our model is helpful to managers in evaluating the impact

of new product introductions in local markets. To the extent that this impact is spatially dependent

across markets, our model can be used in phased national roll-outs, such as the one used by Kraft

to launch DiGiorno, to forecast new product switching at a pre-entry stage, based on post-entry

data from nearby markets.
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